
From: james allocco  

Sent: Saturday, April 23, 2016 11:15 AM 

To: Mayor 

Subject: Assistance please regarding paving on Ross Road and No Dumping Signs  
  
Dear Mayor Mark,  

 

My name is James Allocco.  My spouse Frances and I reside at 19 Ross Road in Fox Meadow.  

 

II'm writing regarding two items on Ross Road  that I'd like some help with  
 
First,  I believe that our Village will soon repave parts of Ross Road.  While we are pleased that this will be 

done it is my understanding that paving will only be done from the end of the cul-de-sac on Ross Road to 

a point that ends just before my front walk.    If this is the case, the road  in front of my home and in front 

of my neighbors driveway at 20 Ross Road will remain severely damaged.  It seems to me to be much 

more  cost effective to address this damage now rather than returning to fix it in the near future.   
 
Second,  I ask that you observe the large “No Dumping” signs that were recently  placed on the islands on 

Ross Road.  In the past, landscapers on our block have dumped unbundled lawn debris  on the islands.  A 

few of my neighbors and I have either bundled it for proper pickup or brought it to the dump 

ourselves.   The debris was a  temporary eyesore and I was  not happy about having to clean up after 

some of my neighbors landscapers  (we never witnessed the dumping and none of the landscapers would 

admit to doing it).   However the signs are a permanent eyesore.   They are the first thing that we and our 

visitors see as we approach our homes.  Ultimately we have been adversely impacted by the dumpers and 

by the attempted remedy in the form of these signs and we would like the signs removed.    
 
I hope that you can make a quick visit to our street,  we are just a few blocks from Village Hall off Post 

Road.    I have attached a video of the road damage and the No Dumping signs.  The video won't win any 

awards for best documentary but  I think it will  help you to review the situation  :-)  
 

Thank you in advance for reading my note and  for your consideration of the issues I've cited.     I can be 

reached via  email or via my mobile phone at  

 

Best Regards,  

 

James Allocco 
 
 




